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Spirit Boy: An Earth Spy
SPIRIT BOY looks like the (11yrs) kid he
was when he died. When he spots two boys
heading down the same dead-end-road he
traveled, he knows he must help them
understand the `LAW OF ATTRACTION,
so they can change their lives for the better.
Sam has a huge secret. When his mother
mysteriously disappeared, his (16yrs)
brother dropped out of school to take care
of him. They live in fear theyll be caught
and separated from each other forever.
Sam is bused to a school in one of LAs
wealthier neighborhoods. Henry lives there
with his spoiled teenage sister. They look
like rich kids, with a great lifestyle, but
they dont. Henry has a secret too. His
father out of work and theyre on the brink
of bankruptcy. Sam soon discovers his
new friend, Spirit Boy, talks to his
archenemy Henry. The two eventually
become friends and record a positive rap
song with one of the hottest rap stars. Sams
mother recognizes him on TV, and
reunited, only to discover her older son
died in a gang shooting.
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